
PHYS170: General Physics I: Mechanics
Spring 2020: January 13–May 15—online Mar 23 and after

Lecture: MWF 9:00AM–9:50AM, Room: STB118
Recitation: F 3:00PM–4:15PM, Room: STB226

Version 11: May 7, 2020 (subject to change)

Professor: Dr. Kathy Cooksey; STB220; kcooksey@hawaii.edu; 808-932-7195

Office Hours: M 2–4 PM, R 9–11 AM, and by appointment

Website: Laulima PHYS-170-001 (HIL.12441.SP20)

Textbook: University Physics Volume 1 from OpenStax (ISBN 1938168275)
Available for free online, in web view or PDF format:
https://openstax.org/details/books/university-physics-volume-1.
Students are strongly encouraged to donate to OpenStax for their efforts to
provide free, quality textbooks: https://openstax.org/give.

Course Description:
Introductory physics designed for students majoring in physical sciences or engineering. Covers
mechanics of particles, extended bodies, rotational dynamics, conservation laws, fluids, and wave
motion. [Strikethrough by instructor.]
Pre-requisite: MATH241

Learning Objectives:

• Broad course goals:

1. Connect the formal study of physics (fundamentally, the study of how the Universe
works) with everyday experience, especially with regard to force and energy.

2. Be able to derive many other useful equations from a set of fundamental equations.
3. Understand fundamental conservation laws: energy, linear momentum, and angular mo-

mentum.
4. Practice and improve problem-solving skills, especially in how: (i) an approach is moti-

vated; (ii) a solution is formatted; and (iii) the solution is verified to be reasonable.
5. Communicating/presenting solutions to problems and solving problems in real time, in

front of another.
6. Learn/practice “reading” equations and figures for information so that even unfamiliar

equations or figures can be assessed for their meaning.

• Specific content goals:

1. Manipulating equations algebraically/symbolically makes the resulting equation appli-
cable to all situations with the same boundary conditions.

2. Dimensional analysis is a way of solving problems and “reverse engineering” equations.
3. Diagram systems in static equilibrium and motion with e.g., free-body diagrams.
4. Physical quantities have units that are used to understand the physical quantities, solve

problems, and support intuition about the relative scales of physical quantities.

kcooksey@hawaii.edu
https://openstax.org/details/books/university-physics-volume-1
https://openstax.org/give


PHYS170: General Physics I Spring 2020

Email, Textbook, and Website:

• UHH considers email and Laulima an official form of communication; students are responsible
for receiving and returning information in a timely manner.
• The professor will email students at their hawaii.edu accounts only.
• The required textbook is University Physics Volume 1 from OpenStax (ISBN 1938168275).

– It is available for free online, in web view or PDF format:
https://openstax.org/details/books/university-physics-volume-1.

– Students are strongly encouraged to donate to OpenStax for their efforts to provide free,
quality textbooks: https://openstax.org/give.

• The Laulima course website is PHYS-170-001 (HIL.12441.SP20). All students should have
access; contact the instructor if there is any issue. This site will be the hub for all course
information.

Class Rules:

• Students are responsible for their own learning, which includes preparing for class, submitting
work, asking questions, and seeking additional help.

– The majority of college students use instructors’ office hours and/or tutoring services
(e.g., Kilohana; info below).

– Office hours are good times to get individualized help from the expert (i.e., the instruc-
tor), and office hours are part of the instructor’s job.

• Students must respect and support their peers’ learning, which means helping each other with
difficult concepts but not just giving the answer.
• Students need to convey (either in person, by email, through an intermediary, or somehow)

to the professor questions, comments, and concerns about the course.
• The professor will be receptive to and respectful of the students’ needs and interests and must

generally follow the class rules as detailed for the students (also see next section).
• Group work is encouraged in class and for homework assignments. However, all submitted

work must be the original work of the student with reference to any homework partners.
• All references (e.g., websites, books other than the official course textbook, etc.) used to

complete assignments must be cited, including numbers, techniques, facts, etc.
• Solutions to problems must show sufficient supporting work to receive full points. A complete

solution includes: proper problem setup (e.g., state assumptions, define knowns and unknowns
as variables, draw and label a figure); sufficient work to follow substitutions and reductions
(typically symbolically first, then numeric substitution); and assessment of solution (units
but also order of magnitude).
• Students need to sign the attendance sheet each class even though attendance is not part of the

grade (see Grading below). Any student who misses a week of class without communicating
with the instructor will be made inactive on Laulima, meaning s/he cannot access course
materials until meeting with the instructor.
• An ABCD voting card is expected in every class. Replacements can be found by searching

the internet for “ABCD VotingCard.pdf” or going to Laulima and printing another one.
• A non-smart-phone calculator is required for every class. Students should practice with the

calculator they will use for quizzes, tests and the final exam.
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Good-to-Know about the Professor:

• She enjoys teaching and wants to be better at it, and she really cares about helping students
be better. These aspects combined mean she is on the students’ side; trust in that and
knowledge that she is receptive to feedback will smooth over rough patches.
• She chooses teaching techniques based on physics-education research to support student learn-

ing as best as possible. This means she has one or more reasons for nearly every component
of and action in a course. She’ll gladly motivate these choices whenever necessary or asked.
• Her primary goal is to help students improve how they learn with the logic that if students

learn how to learn, they can master any content. The related goal is to focus on transferrable
skills so that time and effort spent for the class yield benefits beyond the course and semester.
• Generally, she does not answer questions directly. A student making connections and con-

structing a solution her- or himself will ingrain the answer more effectively, and the professor
facilitates the process by asking leading questions. Since the motivation is to help the stu-
dents, they should embrace and engage with this process. (It is also a transferrable skill to
discuss ideas and answer questions on the fly.)
• She designs quizzes, tests, and exams so that no one gets 100% and no one gets 0% because

either score would not be useful in assessing what the students understand and how to help.
The percentage reflects what the student knows of what s/he could have learned; the letter
grade reflects what the student learned and how much s/he has improved.
The rule-of-thumb is to score above the median (see Grading below). She has no interest
in failing students who make good-faith effort in the class (e.g., good attendance, submit
completed work, ask questions in and out of class).
• She thinks no single resource is comprehensive, so the expectation is that the student will

have to work with the professor, her materials, the textbook, and the wealth of material
available on the internet.
• The expectation is that a course requires 2–3 hr outside-of-class time per credit per week.

Hence a 15-cr semester equals 30–45 hr per week (i.e., a full-time job).
• She generally responds to email 24-to-48 hours after receipt. If the matter is urgent, the

student should call (office voicemail is automatically emailed) or stop by her office (her general
weekly schedule is on her homepage: http://www2.hawaii.edu/~kcooksey).

General Course Outline (subject to change)
Changes to the schedule for the COVID-19 pandemic starting M Mar 23 and for the remainder

of the semester. The detailed schedule below has been updated with these changes.
• Lecture and recitations will be online videos posted by the regular meeting time at the latest;

they should be reviewed and used to understand the material.
• Tests #2–#3 and the final exam wil be administered via Laulima on the dates and times in

the schedule below. The format(s) will be announced closer to the date.
• HW#4–7 must be submitted via DropBox by 3 PM on their due dates (see schedule below).
• Students should use Laulima’s Discussion and Private Messages. The instructor will review

the Questions and Class Discussions postings daily.
• Office hours and appointments will be held via Zoom: https: // zoom. us/ j/ 5031283554 .
Reading assignments must be read before the class in which they will be reviewed. A good-faith

effort to understand the reading will improve learning during lecture. Lectures (MWF) include
active-learning strategies (e.g., think-pair-share conceptual questions). Names may be randomly
drawn for students to share their thoughts on questions. The instructor will strive to make the
classroom a safe and collegial environment for students to share their understanding, which—since
the purpose of the course is to learn—will often be incomplete.
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Homeworks (HW) are assigned every two weeks, on Fridays, at class time; they are distributed
via Laulima:Resources and include recitation problems (see below). The pattern is broken with
HW#5 due to spring break. One problem (in part or in full) will be given as a quiz in recitation;
at that time, students may submit their homework solutions to receive up to 10% extra credit on
the homework-quiz problem. graded in detail with up to 10% extra credit for the quality of the
attempts on the remaining problems; this starts with HW#4. Complete solutions will be posted.

Recitations (Rec) are problem-solving sessions every Friday afternoon. Typically, the pattern
will be: (i) the students will work in small groups to brainstorm solutions to a set of problems.
(ii) Then, the instructor will facilitate the whole section in solving as many of the problems as
possible. The problem set will be more than can be finished in the allowed time and will be part of
an upcoming homework. (iii) As necessary, in the last 20 min, there will be a quiz on one problem
(in part or in full) from the previous homework (see above).

There are three tests, on Wednesday, during non-homework weeks; all content from a cutoff
and earlier are fair game, including problems. The cutoff is determined by what assignments have
been submitted and have solutions posted (hence the assignment(s) named in the square brackets
by the scheduled test below). This pattern is designed so that students have a chance to: (i) learn
the material via lecture and assignments; (ii) practice the content via assignments; and (iii) receive
feedback via graded work and/or posted solutions. Thus, there is a lag between material being the
focus of lecture and when the material will be on a test. The tests will have a conceptual portion
for 75% and a quantitative portion for 25%.
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Detailed schedule: (subject to change)
Date Topic Activity
M 13 Jan L1. PHYS170 overview Lecture pre-quiz

Read “Secret to Raising Smart Kids” (Dweck) and complete Survey #1 (under Laulima:Assign., Tests & Surveys)
W 15 Jan L2. Problem Solving I (§§1.1–1.5)
F 17 Jan L3. Problem Solving II (§1.7)
F 17 Jan Rec#1: “Problem Solving” Recitation pre-quiz
M 20 Jan MLK Jr Day (no class)
W 22 Jan L4. Vectors I (§§2.1–2.3)
F 24 Jan L5. Vectors II (§2.4) HW#1: “Prob. Solving & Vectors” (incl. Rec#1–2; quizzed F 7 Feb)
F 24 Jan Rec#2: “Vectors”
M 27 Jan L6. Kinematics I (§§3.1–3.3)
W 29 Jan L7. Kinematics II (§§3.4–3.6)
F 31 Jan L8. Kinematics III (§§4.1–4.2)
F 31 Jan Rec#3: “Kinematics I”
M 3 Feb L9. Kinematics IV (§4.3)
W 5 Feb L10. Kinematics V (§§4.4–4.5) Note: Last day to w/d w/o ‘W’
F 7 Feb L11. Kinematics VI HW#2: “Kinematics” (incl. Rec#3–4; quizzed F 21 Feb)
F 7 Feb Rec#4: “Kinematics II” HW#1 Quiz (incl. Rec#1–2)
M 10 Feb L12. Forces I (§5.1, §§5.6–5.7)
W 12 Feb L13. Forces II (§§5.2–5.5, §13.1)
F 14 Feb L14. Forces III (§§6.1–6.2)
F 14 Feb Rec#5: “Forces I”
M 17 Feb President’s Day (no class)
W 19 Feb L15. Forces IV (§6.3, §13.2, §13.6)
F 21 Feb L16. Forces V (§6.4, §§12.1–12.2) HW#3: “Forces” (incl. Rec#5–6; quizzed F 6 Mar)
F 21 Feb Rec#6: “Forces II” HW#2 Quiz (incl. Rec#3–4)
M 24 Feb L17. Energy I (§§7.1–7.2)
W 26 Feb Test #1 [HW#1–2, Rec#1–4]: “Vectors & Kinematics”
F 28 Feb L18. Energy II (§7.3, §13.3) Survey #2: Mid-course evaluation (due F 6 Mar)
F 28 Feb Rec#7: “Energy I”
M 2 Mar L19. Energy III (§7.4)
W 4 Mar L20. Energy IV (§§8.1–8.2)
F 6 Mar L21. Energy V (§8.3, §13.4) HW#4: “Energy” (incl. Rec#7–8; quizzed due F 27 Mar)
F 6 Mar Rec#8: “Energy II” HW#3 Quiz (incl. Rec#5–6)
M 9 Mar L22. Linear Momentum I (§9.1, §9.3)
W 11 Mar L23. Linear Momentum II (§9.2)
F 13 Mar L24. Linear Momentum III (§9.4) HW#5: “Linear Momentum” (incl. Rec#9; quizzed due F 3 Apr)
F 13 Mar Rec#9: “Linear Momentum I”
Mar 16–20 Spring Recess (no class)
M 23 Mar L25. Linear Momentum IV (§9.5) onilne
W 25 Mar L26. Linear Momentum V (§9.6) online
F 27 Mar L27. Linear Momentum VI (§9.7) online Note: last day to w/d w/‘W’
F 27 Mar Rec#10: “Linear Momentum II” online HW#4 (incl. Rec#7–8) due in DropBox by 3PM

Survey #3: Online Instruction Feedback (closes W Apr 1)
M 30 Mar L28. Rotational Motion I (§2.4; §10.1) online
W 1 Apr L29. Rotational Motion II (§10.2) online
F 3 Apr L30. Rotational Motion III (§10.3) online HW#6: “Rot. Mot. I (& Lin. Mom.)” (incl. Rec#10–11; due F 17 Apr)
F 3 Apr Rec#11: “Rotational Motion I” online HW#5 (incl. Rec#9) due in DropBox by 3PM
M 6 Apr L31. Rotational Motion IV (§§10.4–10.5) online
W 8 Apr Test #2 [HW#3–4, Rec#5–8]: “Forces & Energy” online 9:00–9:55AM
F 10 Apr Good Friday (no class)
M 13 Apr L32. Rot. Motion V (§10.6, §§12.1–12.2) online
W 15 Apr L33. Rotational Motion VI (§§10.7–10.8) online
F 17 Apr L34. Rot. Motion VII (§§11.1–11.3) online HW#7: ‘Rotational Mot. II” (incl. Rec#12; due F 1 May)
F 17 Apr Rec#12: “Rotational Motion II” online HW#6 (incl. Rec#10–11) due in DropBox by 3PM
M 20 Apr L35. Rot. Motion VIII (§13.5) online
W 22 Apr L36. SHM I (§§15.1–15.3) online
F 24 Apr L37. SHM II online
F 24 Apr Rec#13: “Rotational Motion III” online
M 27 Apr L38. SHM III (§15.4) online
W 29 Apr Test #3 [HW#5–6, Rec#9–11]: “Lin. Mom. & Rot. Motion” online 9:00–9:55AM
F 1 May L39. Course Synthesis I online
F 1 May Rec#14: Simple Harmonic Motion online

HW#7 (incl. Rec#12) due in DropBox by 3PM
M 4 May L40. Course Synthesis II online
W 6 May Online course evaluations
M 11 May Final Exam online 7:30AM–9:30AM
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Grading:

• The grade depends on the following categories: homework quizzes (HW#1–3) and problem
graded in detail (HW#4–7) (35%); tests (35%); final exam (20%); and completing pre/post-
quizzes (10%). The lowest homework quiz/problem grade will be dropped.

– As described in General Course Outline, homeworks are not completely graded. At the
time of the homework quiz, the student may submit their homework solutions to receive
up to 10% extra credit on the homework-quiz problem. Any extra credit will only apply
to the homework-quiz portion (35%) of the total course grade.

– If a student notices an inconsistency in the instructor’s grading, s/he should ask; it might
be a mistake or it might be a subtle point. Students are encouraged to ask questions
about grading.

• Attendance is recorded but not part of the grade. Attendance is only required for quizzes,
tests, and the final exam.

– If a student must miss a class for a reasonable reason, s/he should email the professor
before the start of class time.

– If a student were unable to email in advance due to extreme circumstances, s/he should
contact the professor as soon as possible. Such instances will be judged on a case-by-case
basis.

∗ In such (and similar) situations, the student is strongly encouraged to contact Stu-
dent Services (info below). Student Services are liaisons between students and in-
structors, when Life adversely impacts Academics. If Student Services intervenes
on a student’s behalf, the instructor will work to accommodate any missed content
and points.

• If a student must miss a quiz, test, or final exam for a reasonable reason, please discuss the
options with the instructor as soon as possible.

– If a student were excused from an assignment, the graded work will not be included in
her/his final grade.

– If a student were excused from all points in a given category, the percentage of the other
categories will be increased to fill the void.

• Cheating is not tolerated. Any question of cheating will be tested with an oral exam, to see
whether the student(s) involved understand the material. Cheating will result in a zero for
the item in question and a report to the University. It may result in immediate failure of the
course.
• The final letter grade will be given based on the class statistics (e.g., the 25th, 50th/median,

75th percentiles). The goal is to score higher than the median on all graded work. The
expectation is that final grades higher than the median will pass with at least a C and that
the 25th to 50th percentiles will likely earn something in the C range. A percentage grade of
less than 50% is expected to receive no higher letter grade than a C−.

– The instructor will give projected final letter grades after each test so the students know
where they stand.
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Problem-Solving Strategy (AKA “The Format”): This is the explicit format expected for so-
lutions to all quantitative problems. It is not required for conceptual problems (though may be
useful).

Student’s Name
Collaborator(s):

PHYS170 Homework #X

1. Problem title or very brief description

Physics Category

• Identify the broad category under which the problem falls because this reduces
the set of concepts and equations that will be useful.
• The broadest categories reflect the course modules (e.g., “kinematics” or“linear

momentum”) but being more specific can be useful (e.g.,“kinematics (2D)”,
“force (equilibrium)”, “energy (conservation)”).

Definitions

• Define the variables to represent the known/given quantities (with units)
and the unknown/target quantities.
• Use informative symbols for the variables; subscripts are useful.
• Often a diagram is a useful way to define the known and unknown variables.

Algebraic Derivation

• Write the basic equations on which the solution is based, in terms of the defined
variables. There should be as many equations as unknowns.
• Algebraically manipulate the equations to reduce and simplify.

Numeric Substitution

• If the problem requires a numeric answer, substitute into the reduced equation
(while tracking units explicitly) and compute the result.

Assessment

• Check the units come out correctly (even if it’s a non-numeric answer).
• If it’s a numeric answer, check the order-of-magnitude,

else justify the derived equation scales reasonably with each variable.
• Clearly justify that the final answer is reasonable.

Units and order-of-magnitude/scaling are two “sanity checks” but
also demonstrate understanding of expectation based on physics.

– If result is not expected, discuss whether this is the point (e.g., learning,
new intuition) or if it seems incorrect.

– If the latter, then attempt to explain what is wrong (and earn back points).

2. Problem title or very brief description

Physics Category
Definitions
Algebraic Derivation
Numeric Substitution
Assessment

3. ...wash, rinse, repeat
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Content Not on Equation Sheet: Below are a combination of fundamental concepts in physics
that must be learned (which is more than memorized) and relationships that can be derived from
fundamental concepts and given equations. This is not a comprehensive list.

• Coordinate systems and conventions (see §2.2) but if: (i) axes are orthogonal (i.e., at right
angles) and (ii) a clear figure is used, the results should be self-consistent (so largely correct).

– Spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) on Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z) system:

x ( î )

y ( ĵ )

z ( k̂ )

~r

r̂

θ̂

φ̂

φ

θ

Rz = r cos θ

Rxy =
√
R2
x +R2

y = r sin θ

Rx = r sin θ cosφ
Ry = r sin θ sinφ

– Cylindrical coordinates (s, φ, z) on Cartesian coordinate (x, y, z) system
(in 2D, known as polar coordinates (s, φ) with respect to (x, y)):

x ( î )

y ( ĵ )

z ( k̂ )

s = s1 surface

z = z1 plane

φ = φ1 plane

P1(s1, φ1, z1)

ŝ

φ̂

k̂

φ1

s1

z1

• Shapes (i.e., plots) of basic functions, such as: linear; generic “curved”; (linearly) inversely
proportional; inverse-square law; and exponential (positive or negative).
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• The definition of an angle θ (in radians) is the length of circle intercepted by the angle s

divided by the radius of the circle r: θ =
s

r
(see §10.1). In vector notation: ~s = ~θ ×~r.

– Center-of-mass (linear) displacement for rolling without slipping (see §11.1): sCM = rθ

• International System of Units (AKA SI or MKS units; see §1.2) for physical quantities. Many
“derived” units can be inferred from equations. For example, the SI unit for force is a newton
(N): 1 N = 1 kg m s−2, as can be inferred from the fundamental equations ~F = M~a and

~a =
d~v

dt
.

• A “system” in physics is the subset of the universe that matters for the problem at hand.
For example, a system may be a spring and a mass on an incline for an energy-conservation
problem because they transfer energy.
• “Total” or “net” means sum of constituents. For example, the total mass is the sum of the

masses of all particles in the system. Applies to e.g., force, energy, moment of inertia, torque.
• There are continuous (i.e., integral) extensions of equations (e.g., center of mass, moment of

inertia) for system of particles. For example, I =
N∑
n=1

Mnr
2
n → I =

∫
object

r2dM (see §10.5).

• A vector has magnitude and direction (see Ch 2).
As a 2D example, relating Cartesian and polar coordinates: ~s = s cosφ î + s sinφ ĵ; the vector
~s has magnitude s and direction φ counter-clockwise from +x-axis (̂i-direction).
As a 3D example, relating Cartesian and spherical coordinates: ~r = rx î + ry ĵ + rz k̂; the

vector ~r has magnitude r =
√
r2x + r2y + r2z and direction r̂.

• Right-hand rule: There are three ways to
apply the right-hand rule to ~A× ~B and figure
out the cross-product direction:

~A

~B

– Finger Curl Rule: Point your right fingers in the direction of ~A, curl them towards the
direction of ~B (through the smallest angle), the right thumb points into the page.

– Palm Rule: Point your right thumb along ~A and right fingers along ~B, then the palm
faces into the page.

– “Gang Sign”: Point your right index finger in direction of ~A, your middle finger in the
direction of ~B, and your thumb (at a right angle to index and middle fingers) points into
the page.

• Velocity:

– Instantaneous velocity (see §3.2, §4.1): ~v(t) =
d~r(t)

dt

– Time-averaged velocity (see §4.1): ~vave =
∆~r

∆t
=
~r−~r0
t− t0

,

its constant-acceleration equivalent: vave =
v0 + v

2
, and

its extension to another kinematic equation (see §3.4): ~r =~r0 +~vavet

– Center-of-mass velocity (see §9.6): ~vCM =
1

Msys

N∑
n=1

Mn~vn

∗ For rolling without slipping (see §11.1): ~vCM = R~ω
∗ For rolling with slipping: ~vCM −R~ω 6= 0
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– Fundamental definition of angular velocity (AKA angular frequency; see §10.1):

~ω =
d~θ

dt
=
~r×~vtan

r2

– Newton’s First Law (see §5.2): ~v = constant when ~Fnet = ~0 N (technically for a particle)
and its extension to the center-of-mass velocity remains constant in the absence of an
external force.

• Acceleration:

– Instantaneous acceleration (see §3.3, §4.2): ~a(t) =
d~v(t)

dt

– Time-averaged acceleration (see §4.2): ~aave =
∆~v

∆t
=
~v −~v0

t− t0
and

its extension to another kinematic equation (see §3.4): ~v = ~v0 +~aavet

– Center-of-mass (linear) acceleration (see §9.6): ~aCM =
1

Msys

N∑
n=1

Mn~an

∗ For rolling without slipping (see §11.1): ~aCM = R~α
∗ For rolling with slipping: ~aCM −R~α 6= 0

– Fundamental definition of angular acceleration (see §10.1): ~α =
d~ω

dt
=
~r×~atan

r2
– Total acceleration (see §4.4, §10.3): ~a = ~acent +~atan

– Gravitational acceleration (see §13.2): ~g = −GM1

r2
r̂12, where M1 is the main body and

r̂12 points radially outwards.

• Additional kinematic equations:

– Free-fall kinematic equations (see §3.5):

∗ ~v = ~v0 +~gt

∗ ~y = ~y0 +~v0t+
1

2
~gt2

∗ v2 = v20 − 2g(y − y0) (assuming ~g = −g ĵ)

– Terminal velocity (actually speed; see §3.5): vterm =

√
2Mg

ρCA

– Range equation (see §4.3): smax = v20 sin

(
2θ

g

)

• Newton’s Second Law (basic (net) force law; see §5.3): ~Fnet =
N∑
n=1

~Fn = Msys~anet

– Center-of-mass equivalent (see §9.6): ~Fnet =
d~pCM

dt

– Rotational-dynamic equivalent (see §10.6): ~τ net =
N∑
n=1

τn = Isys~αnet

– Conditions for static equilibrium (see §12.1): ~Fnet = ~0 and ~τ net = ~0

– Force-linear momentum relationship (see §9.2): ~Fnet =
d~psys

dt
– Weight is force of gravity (see §13.2): ~W = M~g
– Normal force ~N is the force perpendicular surface that an object contacts.

• Newton’s Third Law (see §5.5): ~FAB = −~FBA

• Momentum:
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– Linear momentum (see §9.1): ~p = M~v
– Angular momentum for rigid body (see §11.2): ~L = I~ω

(Note: textbook uses lower-case~l for angular momentum; looks like the number 1.)

– Conservation of linear momentum (see §9.3):
d~psys

dt
= ~0 or

N∑
n=1

~pn = constant

– Conservation of angular momentum (see §11.3):
d~Lsys

dt
= ~0 or

N∑
n=1

~Ln = constant

– Rocket equation (see §9.7): ∆v = u ln

(
M0

M

)
− g∆t, where ~u is the velocity of the

ejected gas relative to the rocket, ~v is the rocket velocity relative to Earth, and, thus,
~vgas = ~v − ~u.

• Energy:

– Work

∗ Conservative force (see §8.2):

∮
~F • d~r = 0

(Note: textbook’s Eqn. (8.9) has a typo with ~E instead of ~F.)

∗ Rotational-dynamic equivalent: WAB,net =

θB∫
θA

τnetdθ

– Kinetic Energy (see §7.2)

∗ For a system: Ksys =
N∑
n=1

1

2
Mnv

2
n

∗ Alternative (for a particle): K =
p2

2M
.

∗ Rotational-dynamic equivalent: Krot =
1

2
Iω2

– Conservation of energy (see §8.3): Wnc,AB = ∆(K+U)AB = ∆EAB (where ‘nc’ indicates
non-conservative force) and K and U are from all sources (linear, rotational, spring,

friction, etc.) In other words,
dE

dt
= 0.

∗ Alternate Work-Energy Theorem (see §7.3): WAB,net = −(Usys,B − Usys,A)

∗ Force-potential relationship (see §8.2): ~F` = −dU
d`

ˆ̀, where ˆ̀ is an arbitrary direc-

tion.

∗ Escape velocity (actually speed; see §13.3): vesc =

√
2GM1
r where M1 is the main

body and r is the distance from its center of mass.

– Power (see §7.4):

∗ Alternative definition:: P =
~F • d~r
dt

= ~F •~v
∗ Rotational-dynamic equivalent: P = τω

– Potential-energy difference (see §8.1): ∆U = U(~r)− U(~r0)
– Simple pendulums (see §8.3, §15.4) and perfectly elastic springs (§8.4, §15.1):

∗ Pendulum velocity at lowest point v =
√

2gh

∗ Pendulum angular frequency: ω =

√
g

`
and period: T = 2π

√
`

g
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∗ Spring angular frequency: ω =

√
k

M
and period: T = 2π

√
M

k

• Gravitation:

– Velocity of circular orbit in gravitational potential field (see §13.4): vorbit =

√
GM1

r
and

period T = 2π

√
r3

GM1

– Kepler’s First Law (see §13.5): pertains to elliptical orbits; gory details below.

∗ Conic section:
a

r
= 1 + e cos θ, where a is semi-major axis, e is eccentricity, and θ is

angle between the semi-major axis to point on ellipse r away from a focus.

∗ Eccentricity: e =
c

a
where c is the distance from the center and the focus.

∗ Initial conditions (e.g., energy and angular momentum) determine a and e.

– Kepler’s Third: Law (see §13.5): orbiting objects sweep out equal areas in equal times;

areal velocity:
∆A

∆t
=

L2

2M2
, where M2 is the orbiting body.
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Campus-wide Information

Disability Support: Any student with a documented disability who would like to request accommodation
should contact the University Disability Services Office—Hale Kauanoe A Wing Lounge; 932-7623 (V),
932-7002 (TTY), uds@hawaii.edu—as early in the semester as possible.
Advising: Advising is a very important resource designed to help students complete the requirements of the
University and their individual majors. Students should consult with their advisor at least once a semester
to decide on courses, check progress towards graduation, and discuss career options and other educational
opportunities provided by UH Hilo. Advising is a shared responsibility, but students have final responsibility
for meeting degree requirements.
Kilohana Academic Success Center: The KASC provides academic support opportunities for all UH
Hilo students that foster their development into independent, self-motivated learners. Students who visit
Kilohana have access to subject-specific and academic skills tutoring from UHH students selected for their
academic achievement and dedication to helping others succeed. Kilohana is located on the lower level of
the Mookini Library and on the web at http://hilo.hawaii.edu/kilohana/.
Human Rights: The University of Hawai‘i at Hilo prohibits discrimination in its education programs
based on race, national origin, color, creed, religion, sex, age, disability, veteran status, sexual orientation,
gender identity or associational preference. If at any time during class you feel uncomfortable about what
is being talked about, or feel that your human rights have been violated, please feel free to leave the
room. However, the professor asks that you confer with her as soon as possible about what happened so that
appropriate action can be taken if necessary to avoid future problems. If you are uncomfortable speaking with
the professor about your concern, please contact Kalei Rapoza (kaleihii@hawaii.edu), Interim EEO/AA
Director, at 932-7626.
UH Hilo Title IX Policy: The University of Hawaii is committed to providing a learning, working and
living environment that promotes personal integrity, civility, and mutual respect and is free of all forms
of sex discrimination and gender-based violence, including sexual assault, sexual harassment, gender-based
harassment, domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking. If you or someone you know is experiencing
any of these, the University has staff and resources on your campus to support and assist you. Staff can also
direct you to resources that are in the community. Here are some of your options:

If you wish to remain anonymous, speak with someone confidentially, or would like to receive
information and support in a confidential setting, contact: • UH Hilo Counseling Services: SSC,
room E-203, 932-7465; • UH Hilo Medical Services: Campus Center, room 212, 932-7369; and/
or • Hawai‘i Island YWCA, 935-0677.

If you wish to report an incident of sex discrimination or gender-based violence including sex-
ual assault, sexual harassment, gender-based harassment, domestic violence, dating violence, or
stalking as well as receive information and support,† contact: • Libby Bailey, Title IX Coordi-
nator, 932-7818, libby.bailey@hawaii.edu; • Jennifer Stotter, Director of the Office of Equal
Opportunity & Deputy Title IX Coordinator, 932-7641, jstotter@hawaii.edu; and/or • Kalei
Rapoza, Interim Director of Human Resources, 932-7626, kaleihii@hawaii.edu.
†Please note that you do not have to file a report with the University to receive institutional
support or assistance.

As a member of the University faculty, the professor is required to immediately report any incidence of
sex discrimination or gender-based violence to the campus Title IX Coordinator. Although the Title IX
Coordinator and professor cannot guarantee confidentiality, the student will still have options about how
the case will be handled. The goal is to make sure the student is aware of the range of options available and
has access to the necessary resources and support. For more information regarding sex discrimination and
gender-based violence, the University’s Title IX resources and the University’s Policy, Interim EP 1.204, go
to: http://www.hawaii.edu/titleix.
Student Conduct: Students are expected to follow the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo Student Code of
Conduct available at the following URL: http://www.uhh.hawaii.edu/catalog/student-conduct-code.
html.
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